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9. It is possible to deduce a similar relation between the p-and q-fold integrals of total differentials of the second kind by considering the cycle r~of §1. Until, however, some application of such a result arises there is no point in carrying through the analysis, which does not introduce any new idea. If we select any (n -1) dimensional analytic surface a in M, which cuts the trajectories in one and the same sense throughout at an angle o _ d > 0, the points of a whose trajectories cut M infinitely often as the time t increases and decreases, fill all of a save at most a set of measure O in the sense of Lebesgue. This is essentially the significance of the classic work of Poincar6 on the recurrence of trajectories.'
Now it is probably true that in general such systems (1) are strongly transitive in the sense that any measurable set of complete trajectories in M has either the measure 0 or V, where V is the total volume of M. The fact that such strong transitivity may be realized has been shown in a simple example by E. Hopf, who has first defined this type of transitivity.
We propose in this note to prove the following simple recurrence theorem, if t. denotes time of the nth crossing of a by a trajectory which issues from a point. P of o-, then we have, for a certain constant T,
'n = OD n for all points P save those which belong to a set of measure 0. In other words there is a fixed "mean time" of crossing on a general trajectory. Very recently von Neumann,2 by an application of abstract integral equation theory in a direction suggested by Koopman,3 has obtained results which would show that tn(P)/n converges in the mean toward r; but this does not show convergence nor a mean time in the usual sense. E. Hopf2 has established his results directly.
I propose to establish (1) here, and in the following note to establish a general recurrence theorem and thence the "ergodic theorem."
The method of proof is one which I tried to use nearly ten years ago in order to show that there was some uniformity of recurrence when there was merely regional transitivity. That attempt would seem to have failed because the hypothesis was not exacting enough. It is to be remarked that the demonstration of the strong transitivity condition in any except very simple cases appears to be extraordinarily difficult.
Consider an "infinitesimal" cylinder made up of arcs of trajectories with a base da at P in u, and of height dn normal to da. Its volume is then dcdn or vcosOdadt, where v denotes the velocity, and dt denotes the corresponding time.
Suppose now that the tube of trajectories with this base da (t increasing) cuts a again for a first time in the base da. A doubly closed tube is thus formed having a total volume t(P)vcos9do-, where t(P) stands for the time interval between the crossing at P and at P. Let t increase further by dt; the tube then advances to a new position, differing from the former in that the cylinder of volume vcosQdadt has been subtracted, and the cylinder of volume iocosOdadt has been added. But these volumes are equal, since volumes are conserved. In consequence if we designate the analytic point function v cos 0 > 0 by w (P) it is clear that w (P)do = w(P)&d; in other words, f,(P)dar is conserved by the (n -l)-dimensional transformation T(P) which takes P in a to P in a.
According to the result of Poincare, the transformation from P to P is one-to-one in a except at a set of points of measure 0. Of course, t(P) is defined except at such points. More precisely, a may be broken up into a numerable set of open continua, in which the transformation T(P) and the function t(P) are analytic, together with a further set of measure 0.
If the time to the nth crossing of a be denoted by tn(P) (defined except for a set of measure 0), we have the fundamental functional identity tn(P) = t(TM-1(P)) + t _1 (P), (2) which states that the time to the nth crossing is the time beyond the (n -1)th crossing together with the time to the (n -1)th crossing.
Here Tk(P) denotes the kth transformed point of P. By successive use of the above identity we derive further tn(P) = t(Tn-l(P)) + t(T-2((P)) + + t(P).
From this equation we obtain
.ftn(P)dP = Jt(Tn-1(P)dP + ... + Lt(P)dP,
where dP stands for the (n -l)-dimensional volume element w(P)dar.
But f t(P)dP extended over a is the total volume V of M, according to the hypothesis of strong transitivity. For, this integral represents the measure of all the trajectories which issue from a, and the remaining measurable set of trajectories is therefore of measure 0 by this hypothesis:
Moreover, since fdP is conserved by T, and T transforms o into itself except over a set of measure 0, we have f,,t(Tk(P))dP = ftTkl(p)dp= ... = V.
Thus (4) gives us ftn(P)dP
n f,dP fvcos9do-In other words the mean time of the nth crossing of a-is precisely the ratio a of the total volume to the rate of flux across the surface a. Now consider the set S6 of points P such that for a definite 6 > 0 and for infinitely many values of n, we have tn(P) > n (at + 6) (n = 1, 2, ..,n)
The set Sk,a of points P for which this inequality holds for some n _ k is a measurable set, which diminishes (or at least does not increase) with increase of k, toward the limiting measurable set Ss. Moreover, the set Sa has the property of invariance under S:T(S) ='S. Hence Ss has either the measure 0 or that of a, for, according to the hypothesis of strong transitivity, the measure of the trajectories through Ss is Jfs,t(P)dP = 0 or V. Similarly the set S' of points P such that for a definite 8 > 0 and for infinitely many values of n, we have tn(P) < n(a -6) (n = 1, 2, ...),
. (7) is an invariant measurable set of measure 0 or a.
If Sa and S, are both of measure 0 for 8 arbitrarily small, we would conclude at once that, for almost all points P of a, and for n sufficiently large, n(a -8) < t (P) < n( + 8), no matter how small 8 be taken. In this case, of course, the stated theorem is true.
If this is not the case, suppose for example that Sa has the measure of a for some 8> 0. Certainly in that event, the set Sk,a for k = 1 will also have the measure of a, since S1, a is the set for which (6) holds for some n. Now S1,6 can be broken up into the sequence of distinct classes U1, U2, ... of points P defined as follows:
U1: t(P) > a + 8; U2 t2(P) > 2(a + 8), P not in U1;
U3: t3(P) > 3(a + 8), P not in U1 or U2;
In consequence, if P is a point of Uk we have tk(P) > k(a + 6) t1(P) < I(a +8) (1 < I < k) whence, by subtraction and use of (3).
tk-I(VT(P)) > (k -l)( + 8).
We infer that, if P is a-point of Uk, then T1(P) for I < k is a point of one of the sets Uk-1, Uk-.I-1l, . . ., U1. It follows that, as I increases, T'(P) falls successively in sets Uk.-1, ..., U1, with lower subscripts, not more than k -1 points being required before a point of this set falls in U1.
Thus it is seen that one may separate Uk into k -I distinct measurable sets Uki (j = 1, 2, .. ., k -1), such that, if P lies in Ukj, the points T(P),
..., T1(P) fall in Ui's with decreasing subscripts i < k, the last point 72(P) only being in U1. Consider now the integral fsl,a,k t(P)dP = E fT-(U1,) t(P)dP + ful, t(P)dP.
This integral may be written E fuIj+ .+74-I(uI) t(P)dP j,1 which is the same as E ul,j t(P) dPj,l'
Since U,j is a part of U1, each partial integral in E exceeds l(a + 5) fulj dP, by definition of U1. This quantity is the same as (a + 5) f1, *+1Q')dP (ll + )Ju+ + Ti-l(ulj) d since fdP is conserved by T. Likewise, fu1, t(P)dP exceeds (a + 5) Jfuyo dP. Hence we deduce the inequality fSl,O,k t(P)dP > (a + 5) f,18,k dP for k = 1, 2, .... But, inasmuch as S1,8 has the measure of oa and is the limit of Sl,a5,k for k = 1, 2, ..., we would then conclude Jt(P)dP > (a + 5) La dP, which is manifestly impossible.
Evidently the argumentation just given applies equally well for any numerable set of distinct measurable elements of surface, a, which make an angle 0 > d > 0 with the trajectories and have a finite JfdP.
Thus the theorem is proved not only for any single surface a but for any such measurable aggregate.
